During direct laser deposition process, rapid melting-solidification and addition of multicomponent powder lead to complex transport phenomena in the melt pool. The thermal behavior and mass transport significantly affect the solidified microstructure and properties of fabricated layer. In this paper, an improved 3D numerical model is proposed to simulate the heat transfer, fluid flow, solidification and multicomponent mass transport in direct laser deposition of Co-base alloy on steel. The solidification characteristics, including temperature gradient (G), solidification growth rate (R) and cooing rate (G Â R), can be obtained by transient thermal distribution to predict the morphology and scale of the solidification microstructure. Multicomponent transport equation based on a mixture-averaged approach is combined with other conservation equations. The calculated melt pool geometry and the composition profiles of iron (Fe), carbon (C), cobalt (Co) and chromium (Cr) are compared with the experimental results. The results show that in the initial stage of direct laser deposition, the rapidly mixture of substrate material and added material occur in the melt pool and conduct plays an important role in heat transfer due to the low Peclet number. As the melt pool is developed, the heat and mass transfer in the melt pool are dominated by strong Marangoni convection. An unmixed zone is observed near the bottom of melt pool where the convection is frictionally dissipated due to the presence of solidified dendrites. Since the G/R decreases and G Â R increases from the bottom to the top of the solidified track, the morphology of the microstructure changes from planar front to columnar dendrites to equiaxed dendrites and the grain size decreases.
Introduction
Direct laser deposition, as an advanced additive manufacturing technology, provides an attractive tool to fabricate functionally gradient materials. It has some benefits compared with the traditional surface modification and manufacture technique, such as its small heat affected zone, low thermal strain, low porosity, and finer grain size [1, 2] . In direct laser deposition, the substrate is melted by a high power density laser beam creating a melt pool in which the multicomponent alloy powders are injected [3] . Cobase and Ni-base alloy have been widely used as the added material to improve the surface properties of substrate, such as strength, wear resistance and corrosion resistance [4] [5] [6] . In spite of its widespread application, an understanding of transport phenomena and solidification behavior in the melt pool still remains as a challenge.
During this process, metallic powders addition into the melt pool result in the redistribution of alloy elements in the melt pool [7, 8] . Due to the difference in chemical composition and thermophysical property of substrate and added material, a great deal of defects, involving the non-fusion owing to insufficient heat transfer, the formation of brittle intermetallic compound and low melting point eutectics owing to inappropriate solute transport, all make the deposited layer prone to crack and failure [9, 4, 10] . Selecting appropriate composition of powder material and thermophysical property is an approach to overcome the problem and obtain ideal deposited layer properties. However, a large number of trial experiments are time-consuming and money-consuming. Numerical simulation has offered an effective tool in prediction the thermal behavior and mass transport in direct laser deposition [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . A three-dimensional mathematical model has been established in which the temperature field and flow field is obtained [11] . In order to simulate mass addition process, the level set approach was introduced into the numerical model to capture the liquid/gas interface of melt pool. The direct metal deposition was studied by a 3D numerical model [12] . The transport phenom-ena including heat transfer and fluid flow were investigated and analyzed. Kumar et al. [13] proposed and solved sets of dimensionless transport equations to investigate the laser metal deposition process. Deposited track geometry, dilution rate and maximum melt pool temperatures were calculated. Lee et al. [14] developed a three-dimensional transport model to understand the melt pool formation, liquid metal flow and the evolution of surface tension in Inconel 718 laser deposition.
The heat transfer affects the solidification behavior of deposited track. Few studies tried to obtain the solidification characteristics of deposited track depending on computed temperature distribution. A 3D thermal FEM model has been built to calculate the temperature variation, the cooling rate and the solidifying rate in the solid-liquid interface [15] . Using a Fourier heat conduction model, the effect of substrate temperature and cooling rates on the distribution of added particles was investigated [16] . However, the Marangoni convection caused by the thermocapillary effect did not consider in these numerical models.
Although numerical simulation has previously offered a tool of effective evaluating the thermal behavior during the direct laser deposition process [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , few models considered the mass transfer in this process. Huang et al. [19] studied the heat and mass transport during the laser metal deposition process. The dualequation of mass transfer was utilized to calculate separately the composition profile between deposited layer and base metal. He et al. [20, 21] proposed a 3D transient heat and mass transfer model to predict the solute distribution in the deposited layer. The mathematical model was calculated by solving the species conservation equations besides the energy and momentum conservation equations. The binary system Fe-C and Fe-Cr were evaluated to obtain the concentration distribution of C and Cr [20] . The solute transfer and composition profiles evolution for binary system Fe-C during double-track direct metal deposition also have been reported [21] . Although the multicomponent mass transfer model has been built in metal casting and chemical engineering [22, 23] , such study for direct laser deposition has not been reported in the open peerreviewed literature.
In this paper, a self-consistent model, including thermal behavior, liquid metal flow, solidification and multicomponent mass transfer, are investigated in direct laser deposition. The temperature gradient (G) and solidification growth rate (R) are obtained by thermal analysis to predict the morphology and scale of the solidification microstructure. To consider the multicomponent convection and diffusion in the movable melt pool, multicomponent transport equation based on a mixture-averaged approach is combined with the equations of mass, momentum and energy conservation. The composition profiles of iron (Fe), carbon (C), cobalt (Co) and chromium (Cr) in the deposited track are also present. The computed melt pool geometry and composition profiles are compared with the experimental results. The present study demonstrates the numerical simulation of transport phenomena can generate significant insight into details of thermal behavior and multicomponent mass transport in direct laser deposition.
Experimental procedure
38MnVS medium carbon steel and Co-base alloy powder are selected as substrate and added material. Table 1 shows the com-positions of material. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of experimental setup. Direct laser deposition was implemented on a 1000 W Nd: YAG laser manufacturing system with six-axis programmed control platform. The focal length of lens is 160 mm. The pattern of laser beam is multi-mode and the beam radius is set to 1 mm (defocus of beam is 10 mm). Two feeding pipes are used to delivery powder into melt pool. High purity argon is used as shielding gas. Samples of the substrate were prepared in the size of 20 mm Â 10 mm Â 6 mm. Metallographic samples were prepared by electric discharge cutting, mechanical milling and grinding, followed by standard mechanical polishing and then etched in aqua regia solution. In order to examine the solidified microstructure and concentration of alloy element, the samples were characterized by JSM-6460 scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with Oxford INCA energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS).
Mathematical model
A mathematical model involving heat transfer, fluid flow and mass transfer in direct laser deposition is proposed. The simplifying assumptions are the following [11, 20] :
1. The fluid flow in the melt pool is assumed to be Newtonian, laminar and incompressible. 2. The thermophysical properties of powder and substrate are assumed to be temperature-independent. 3. The laser heat flux is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution. 4. The heat flux of the heated powder and the heat loss by evaporation are neglected. 5. The mushy zone where the temperature is between the solidus and liquidus is assumed as a porous medium with isotropic permeability. 6. There is no diffusion transport in solid phase. 7. The concentration distribution of powder flow is assumed to be Gaussian. Powders falling in the region of melt pool are melted immediately. 8. The energy attenuation of laser beam through the powder flow is neglected.
Governing equations
The equations of conservation of mass, momentum-transport, thermal energy and species concentration are formulated as Eqs.
(1)-(4). 
where q is the density, t is the time, u is the velocity of liquid metal, l is the viscosity, p is pressure, T is the temperature, c p is the specific heat, and k is the thermal conductivity. The last term in the right side of Eq. (2) represents the momentum dissipation in the mushy zone, which is quantified depending on the Carman-Kozeny equation [24] . K 0 is a constant depending on the morphology of the porous media (2 Â 10 7 in this study). B is a small number to avoid division by zero (1 Â 10 À3 in this study) [25, 26] . In Eq. (3), H is the latent enthalpy content of the fusion, which is given as,
where the liquid mass fraction f l is defined as,
where the subscripts s and l denote the solid phase and liquid phase. f and g represent the mass fraction and volume fraction, the thermophysical properties in the domain are defined as [27] ,
The mass transport of the major elements, Fe, C, Co and Cr are calculated based on multicomponent transport Eq. (4). C i is the concentration of the ith species. The first term in the right side of Eq. (4) is multicomponent diffusion term. Mixture-averaged approach is used to simulate the multicomponent diffusion mechanism [28] . D m i and M n is the multicomponent mixture-averaged diffusion coefficient and mixture-averaged molar mass, respectively, which are calculated as follow [28] ,
where v i is the mole fraction of the ith species, f i is the mass fraction of the ith species, D ik is the multicomponent Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities, which are supplied as inputs to the model, M i is the molar mass of the ith species. The second and third terms in the right side of Eq. (4) represent the concentration flux owing to the diffusion and convection of phase change, respectively. In pure liquid or solid phase, their effect can be neglected [27] .
Boundary and initial conditions
The laser heat flux input at liquid/gas interface is as follow,
The three terms in the Eq. (13) account for the laser heat flux and the heat loss by convection and radiation, respectively. Q is the laser power, g l is the absorptance of laser energy, r b is the effective laser beam radius, x and y are the distances to the laser beam, V s is the scanning speed, h c is the heat transfer coefficient, r b is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, e is the emissivity and T 0 is the ambient temperature.
The boundary condition of momentum equation at liquid/gas interface are given by [20] ,
The two terms in the Eq. (14) represent the capillary force and thermocapillary force, respectively. r is the surface tension, n ⁄ is the normal of surface and j is the curvature of surface.
The dynamic shape of the melt pool surface is explicitly described by a moving mesh based on an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method (ALE) [29] . Two kinds of velocities are considered at liquid/gas interface -the fluid flow velocity and boundary moving velocity due to mass addition [18] . They can be formulated as,
where u is the fluid flow velocity at liquid/gas interface. V p represents the moving velocity of liquid/gas interface due to mass addition. The calculation of V p is given by,
where m f is the mass flow rate, g m is powder catchment efficiency, q m is the density of powder and r p is the mass flow radius, z is unit vector in the z direction. The boundary condition for concentration equation at liquid/gas interface can be formulated as, The initial temperature in the workpiece is 293 K. The initial velocity is zero. The initial mass fractions of Fe, C, Co, Cr in the workpiece are 99.6%, 0.4%, 0 and 0.
A 3D orthogonal coordinate system was established in the study. Only half of workpiece was taken into account. The equations were solved by using SIMPLE solver. A minimum size of 20 lm and a maximum size of 50 lm were specified in the domain.
A maximum time step of 1 Â 10 À4 s was employed. This model was computed using a Dell T5500 computing station (12 Â 2.5 GHz-24 GB). The four components (Fe, C, Co, Cr) were included in this case and if the numerical model includes more than ten components, the model should be solved on the high performance parallel computing platform or supercomputer platform to guarantee convergence and stability.
Parameters used in calculations
The Absorptance of laser beam energy, g l , is a vital parameter in direct laser deposition. The near-infrared laser energy absorptance has been estimated by Hagen-Rubens relationship [30] . Absorptance g l (T) is computed via the temperature-varying electrical resistivity of the substrate R e (T) as follow,
ð20Þ where x is the angular frequency of the laser beam and e 0 is the permittivity of vacuum. The resistivity R e ðTÞ for liquid 38MnVS is [31] ,
Due to the mixture of substrate and added powder in the melt pool, the material properties of the solutions are assumed to depend linearly on the material properties of the substrate and added powders [32] ,
where A solu is the thermo-physical property of the solution, A sub and A add are the properties of substrate and added material, respectively. In this equation, A should be replaced by the density, thermal conductivity, specific heat and viscosity. The mixture fraction, a, is defined the mass fraction of substrate element Fe. The material properties of the substrate and added material are present in Table 2 . The data used for calculations are present in Table 3 . To get the mixture-averaged diffusion coefficient D m i , the binary diffusion coefficients D ik should be used based on experimental results [33] , which are present in Table 4 . 
Results and discussions
where Re is Reynolds number, Pr is Prandtl number, u is the characteristic liquid velocity in the melt pool, L R is the characteristic length taken as the melt pool radius, a h is the material thermal diffusivity. Computed velocity fields of melt pool at different times are shown in the Fig. 3 (a)-(d). The velocity magnitude is indicated by the contour. In the initial period of process as shown in Fig. 3(a) , the velocity magnitude of liquid metal is smaller (maximum 0.17 m/s), so the Pe T is smaller than 5 in this condition. Conduct plays an important role in heat transfer, resulting in an approximate hemispherical melt pool boundary. With the convection gets stronger, the maximum velocity in the melt pool exceeds 0.5 m/s when the melt pool is almost fully developed as shown in Fig. 3(d) . At this condition, the Pe T in the melt pool is calculated to be 100, thus the heat transfer is dominated by thermal convection. Since the temperature coefficient of surface tension is negative, the liquid metal moves from the center of the laser beam toward the periphery of the melt pool, enhancing heat transport in the melt pool. As a result, the temperature gradients in the melt pool are much lower than the case without considering the fluid flow. Owing to the strong outward flow, the boundary of melt pool becomes wide but shallow.
Solidification characteristics
Temperature field significantly impacts the solidification behavior of deposited track. Two key characteristics affect the solidified microstructure, namely temperature gradient (G) and solidification growth rate (R). The effects of the G and R on the morphology and scale of the solidified microstructure have been studied as shown in Fig. 4 . The cooling rate (G Â R) influence the scale of the solidification microstructure. Higher cooling rate provides finer size of dendrites. On the other hand, as the G/R decreases, Emissivity e 0.7 [20] Angular frequency of the laser x (rad s À1 )
1.75 Â 10 15 [30] Permittivity e 0 (F m À1 ) 8.85 Â 10 À12 [30] Ambient temperature T 0 (K) 293 - Table 4 Binary diffusion coefficients for mass transport equations [33] .
Parameter Value the morphology of the microstructure varies from planar front to cellular dendrites to columnar dendrites to equiaxed dendrites. It is important to note that G is the temperature gradient normal to the solidification front and R is the velocity of the solidification front, which can be expressed below,
wheren is the unit normal vector of the liquidus front, i is unit vector of scanning direction. According to the computed transient temperature field, both the cooling rate (G Â R) and G/R can be calculated to predict the morphology and scale of the solidification microstructure. These parameters are calculated for every position along the solidification front, which is a 3D surface. To gain insight into the microstructure of the solidified deposited track, the track is cross-sectioned at the plane of deposition width. After obtaining the normal vector of the liquidus front of the melt pool and computing G and R on the liquidus front, values of G and R are projected to the cross-section of deposition track to compute the solidification characteristics G Â R and G/R. Fig. 5(a)-(d) shows the contours of G, R, G/R and G Â R on the cross-section, respectively. Due to the strong outward Marangoni flow as shown in Fig. 3 , the melt pool is shallow but wide and the solidification front is mostly flat. G increases twofold from 1352 K/mm along the periphery to 650 K/ mm in the center of the cross-section and R changes fiftyfold from 0.2 mm/s at the bottom to 9.8 mm/s at the surface of deposited track. So the solidification characteristic is basically affected by the larger variation of R. Fig. 5(c) 
Multicomponent mass transfer

Multicomponent concentration fields
Besides the solidified microstructure, the composition distribution also distinguished affects the properties of cladding layer, so the mass transfer and composition profile should be fully understood. During direct laser deposition process, powders addition lead to the redistribution of solute in the melt pool. The mixture and transport of various alloy components in the melt pool plays a vital role for the final composition profile. Fig. 7(a)-(d) shows the calculated mass transport of Co in direct laser deposition at various times. The concentration of element Co is indicated by weight fraction. The black isotherms represent the liquidus and solidus temperature.
During direct laser deposition process, mass transfer in the melt pool is based on convection and diffusion. The dimensionless number Pe m describes the relative importance of these two mechanisms [20] ,
which is on the order of 10 4 , so convection is the main mass transfer mechanism in the melt pool. Thus, it is essential to take into account the convection mass transport in the model. It can be seen from Fig. 7(a) that at the time of 10 ms, the element Co begins to mix with the substrate. Due to the outward Marangoni flow (see Fig. 3 ), the element Co tends to accumulate on the periphery of the melt pool and the concentration at the bottom of melt pool is almost zero at this moment. At the time of 300 ms as shown in Fig. 7(b) , the concentration of Co increases rapidly. The distribution of Co is non-uniform in the melt pool. The concentration on the trailing edge and periphery of melt pool is higher than other parts. At the time of 500 ms as shown in Fig. 7(c) , with the movement of laser beam, the maximum weight fraction of Co is 20 wt%. Owing to the strong Marangoni convection, which is a surface tension driven flow, the distribution of Co is almost uniform at the top surface of melt pool. However, an unmixed zone is observed at the bottom of melt pool. The distribution of element is fairly non-uniform in this region. The unmixed zone is near the bottom fusion boundary where the convection is frictionally dissipated due to the presence of solidified dendrites. The insufficient mixture leads to the nonuniform distribution of element in the unmixed zone. At 700 ms as shown in Fig. 7(d) , the concentration of Co is uniform and is about 32 wt% except in the unmixed zone. Fig. 8 shows the multicomponent composition profile in the longitudinal of deposited track. Fig. 8(a) and (b) presents the composition profile of substrate material (i.e. Fe and C). Fig. 8(c) and (d) shows the added material (i.e. Co and Cr). It can be seen that in the initial stage of direct laser deposition process, the distribution of elements in the melt pool is un-uniform, due to insufficient time for mixing and lower convection. Then the composition distributions are gradually uniformity. The unmixed zone is also observed at the bottom of deposited track. Fig. 9 shows variation of composition profile of Fe, Co, and Cr along a scanning track (set in Fig. 8  (d) ) for two cases: one with diffusion, and the other without diffusion. The experimental composition distributions by EDS are also marked in Fig. 9 . As seen in Fig. 9 , in the initial stage, due to the mass addition and high concentration gradient in the melt pool, the rapidly transport and mixture of substrate material (Fe, C) and added material (Co, Cr) take place in the melt pool. Due to the difference of concentration and molar mass, the mass transfer rate for various elements is different. The mass transport rate of Fe is highest. With the development of melt pool, the mass transfer rate rapidly decreases and the concentration of Fe gradually increases while the concentration of Co and Cr gradually decreases. It is mainly resulted from the melt pool widen and deepen during the direct laser deposition as shown in Fig. 10 . More bulk of substrate material is melted into the melt pool, resulting in the increase of substrate elements and decrease of powder elements.
It is worth to note from the Fig. 9 , in the initial period of melt pool formation, due to the low velocity in the melt pool, the effect of diffusion on mass transfer cannot be neglected for multicomponent alloys system. The calculation with diffusion agrees better with the experimental result. As the development of melt pool, due to the strong Marangoni flow, the convection is the main mass transfer mechanism in the melt pool.
Experimental composition profile
In order to validate the numerical model, firstly, geometrical validation for the model should be done and then more detailed comparisons, such as composition profile, can be made. The experimental cross-section of deposited track is compared with the calculated geometry in Fig. 11 . A little deviation between computed dimensions of melt pool and the experimental cross-section of deposited track can be seen in Fig. 11 . During the laser cladding process, many factors will affect dimensions of melt pool, such as absorptivity, effective powder flow rate, material properties (temperature-independent in this study), overestimated driving force of fluid flow. Fig. 12 shows the computed and experimental composition distributions. The scanning track of EDS is present in Fig. 11(b) . The weight fractions of alloy elements for points A, B and C are shown in Table 5 . The computed results agree well with the experimental results. Litter deviations between computed concentrations and experimental results are found. It is mainly resulted from the sim-plicity of the numerical model. The effect of temperature on the thermo-physics properties is ignored. The laser beam energy and powder flow are considered to be Gaussian distribution. As seen in Fig. 12 , the experimental compositions distribution in the cross-section are asymmetry. The asymmetry of the real powder flow, vibration during experimental process, and compositional heterogeneity of substrate and powder may lead to the asymmetry. Even so, the relative errors for three points are less than 17%, verifying the numerical model proposed in this study. As seen in Fig. 11 , the dimension of the melt pool (1.8 mm) is smaller than the diameter of laser spot (2 mm), owing to the higher thermal conductivity of solid substrate.
In the numerical results, the concentration distribution is almost uniform in the most regions of cross-section. However, based on the experimental measurement, the concentration distribution is fluctuant from one point to the other as shown in Fig. 12 and Table 5 . In fact, in real solidification process of multicomponent alloys system, microsegregation toward the cell boundaries will occur. Due to the high cooling rates, the elementals are incomplete solute diffusion in the solid phase. This microsegregation phenomenon didn't consider in this study. Thus, the present model only can obtain the macroscopic composition profile. The microscopic composition profile should be obtained by considering the microsegregation phenomenon in future study. 
Conclusions
The thermal behavior, fluid flow, melting-solidification and multicomponent mass transfer are investigated utilizing a proposed 3D heat and mass transfer numerical model. The solidified microstructure of the deposited track are predicted and explained by the transient temperature distribution. The multicomponent mass transfer is considered into the model. The computed melt pool geometry and macroscopic composition distributions are in good agreement with the experimental results. Some valuable conclusions are as follows:
(1) In the initial stage of direct laser deposition, the Peclet number for heat transfer is smaller than 5, so conduct plays an important role in heat transfer, resulting in an approximate hemispherical melt pool boundary. When the convection in the melt pool is fully developed, the Peclet number for heat transfer is greater than 100. The heat transfer in the melt pool is dominated by convection. (2) G increases twofold from 1352 K/mm along the periphery to 650 K/mm in the center of the solidified track and R changes fiftyfold from 0.2 mm/s at the bottom to 9.8 mm/s at the surface of the solidified track. Since the G/R decreases and G Â R increases from the bottom to the top of the solidified track, the morphology of the microstructure changes from planar front to columnar dendrites to equiaxed dendrites and the grain size decreases.
(3) In the initial stage of direct laser deposition, the rapidly transport and mixture of substrate material and added material occur in the melt pool. As the melt pool is developed, the mass transfer rate rapidly decreases. The Peclet number for mass transfer is on the order of 10 4 , so convection is the main mechanism for mass transport of alloy elements in the melt pool. An unmixed zone is observed near the bottom of melt pool where the convection is frictionally dissipated due to the presence of solidified dendrites. The insufficient mixture leads to the non-uniform distribution of element in the unmixed zone. (4) The discrepancy of calculated and experimental element concentration is less than 17%. The proposed model is beneficial in the understanding of the heat and mass transport phenomena and predicting the optimized powder system and process parameters in direct laser deposition. It is reasonable to expect that this model will be conveniently developed to simulate the multi-pass and multi-layer direct laser deposition and take into account more components in the future. 
